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IoT 기반의 병원용 물류 로봇의 안전한 운행을 위한 

장애물 인식에 관한 연구

A Study on Object Recognition for Safe Operation of Hospital 
Logistics Robot Based on IoT
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요  약  최근 지속 으로 발생하고 있는 메르스와 같은 신종 감염병은 기발견, 격리, 기 응 등 많은 응책을 필요로 

하고 있으며 아울러 일반인의 문병과 간호 간병 통합서비스 시행 등 병원의 문화가 바 는 추세이다. 그러나 병원에서 

근무하는 의료인의 자격조건, 규정 등이 까다로와지면서 해외에서는 린넨, 폐기물, 수액 이동 등 로 으로 가능한 부분

은 체하는 추세이다. 본 연구에서는 병원 내에서 발생하는 각종 물품의 배송 업무를 수행할 수 있는 IoT 기반의 병

원 물류 로 으로 다양한 종류의 물건을 원하는 치까지 안 하게 이동 할 수 있는 기술에 하여 연구하 다. 병원 

내 로 의 이동은 사람 는 사물간 충돌을 발생 시킬 수 있기 때문에 충돌을 최소화 해야 한다. 충돌을 최소화하기 

해서는 로 의 이동 경로에 사물의 유무를 단하고 사물이 있다면 이동하는 것인지 아닌지를 인지해야 한다. 그래

서 얼굴/ 신정보 검출과 3D Vision 상분할 기술을 이용하여 장애물의 상황 정보를 생성하 다. 생성 된 정보를 활

용하여 로  이동 범  내 사물과 사람을 고려한 맵을 생성하여 로 이 안 하고 효율 으로 운행 될 수 있도록 하 다.

Abstract  New infectious diseases such as MERS have been in need of many measures such as initial discovery, 
isolation, and crisis response. In addition, the culture of hospitals is changing, such as the general public 's visiting 
and Nursing Care Integration Services. However, as the qualifications and regulations of medical personnel in 
hospitals become rigid, overseas such as linens, wastes movements are replacing possible works with robots. we 
have developed a hospital logistics robot that can carry out various goods delivery within a hospital, and can move 
various kinds of objects safely to a desired location. In this thesis, we have studied a hospital logistics robot that 
can carry out various kinds of goods delivery within the hospital, and can move various kinds of objects such as 
waste, and linen safely to a desired location. The movement of a robot in a hospital may cause a collision 
between a person and an object, so that the collision must be prevented. In order to prevent collision, it is 
necessary to recognize whether or not an object exists in the movement path of the robot. And if there is an 
object, it should recognize whether it moves or not. In order to recognize human beings and objects, we recognize 
the person with face/body recognition technology and generate the context awareness of the object using 3D Vision 
image segmentation technology. We use the generated information to create a map that considers objects and 
person in the robot moving range. Thus, the robot can be operated safely and efficiently.
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I. Introduction

The emergence of a new epidemic, such as MERS, 

is changing the culture of hospitals, such as hospital 

visits and nursing care integration services
[1. Logistics 

robots are mainly used in factories and warehouses, 

and most of them are AGV (Automated Guided 

Vehicles). In addition, since the work space of the 

human being and the moving space of the robot are 

often separated from each other, the robot is easy to 

travel and hardly causes any problem in safety, and the 

use of the robot is increasing. As of May 2014, KIVA 

Systems (acquired by Amazon in 2012) combines the 

functions of a warehouse and AGV[2]. More than 1,000 

robots are being used in the Amazon warehouse to 

meet the needs of e-commerce companies. Robot 

autonomous movement for transporting goods is 

developed and supplied by existing robot companies. 

Robot autonomous movement for transporting goods is 

developed and supplied by existing robot companies. 

According to the 2012 survey, 557 hospital logistics 

robots have already been deployed. Hospital logistics 

robots account for about 40% of logistics robots, and 

they are emerging as new applications in fields other 

than factories and warehouses. However, hospitals 

other than logistics warehouses are crowded with 

many patients such as patients, caregivers, and medical 

personnel, which is problematic for the robots to 

operate. Robots have a lot of people on the movement 

path is absolutely unfavorable condition for the robot. 

Particular attention should be paid to the fact that a 

number of physically fragile patients will be included 

because of the specialty of hospitals[3]. In this study, we 

have conducted research for obstacle attribute 

recognition using user detection and object movement 

information to generate obstacle context awareness 

map combining obstacle attribute information.[4][5]

II. Utilizing logistics robots in 

hospitals

1. Analysis for building Eulji University 

hospital infrastructure. 

The application of the logistics robot in the hospital 

has to analyze the selection and the logistics 

environment of the hospital because the environment is 

different from the general logistics warehouse. So we 

selected Eulji University Hospital in Daejeon. The 

selected Eulji University Hospital conducted a field 

survey for the departments that will carry out the 

logistic robot test.(Vertical movement and horizontal 

movement test such as department of laboratory 

medicine and nursing ward using elevator) The survey 

is as follows[6].

-Detailed classification of hospital logistics: Detailed 

travel path and process by logistics such as heavy 

/ low, pollutant / non-pollutant, laundry, waste, 

consumables, medicines

-Classification of moving time zones of major 

logistics:Morning, afternoon, everyday

-Infrastructure to be built by site: Wireless AP, 

automatic door, elevator, moving section etc.

-Hospital logistics environment field survey subject: 

Nursing Ward, Department of Diagnostic Tests, 

Management Warehouse, Central Supply Room, 

etc.

 

2. Test Infrastructure

The central control area for the logistic robot 

application test in the hospital was set up so that the 

experiment could be done. In addition, the hospital 

practitioner was always on standby during the actual 

experiment in the hospital to immediately provide the 

experimental infrastructure such as the communication 

equipment required in the field. In order to prevent the 

most important safety accidents, elevator surveillance 

system, which has undergone the preliminary safety 

test, was relocated from Eulji University to Eulji 

University Hospital, and an elevator control system 

was additionally installed to provide the actual hospital 

robot elevator boarding test. The application field is 

shown in Figure 1.
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그림 1. 로봇 동작 테스트 중인 간호병동

Fig. 1. Nursing ward under test of robot operation

III. Real-time context awareness 

generation technology

Robots have a lot of person on the movement path 

is absolutely unfavorable condition for the robot. 

Particular attention should be paid to the fact that a 

number of physically fragile patients will be included 

because of the specialty of hospitals. In such a 

situation, the robot must be able to recognize the 

surrounding situation more delicately in order to carry 

the object and move to the designated place, and the 

traveling route and speed should be carefully designed 

so as not to give physical and psychological threat to 

the people. Therefore, the robot has distinguished the 

person and the object and studied the technology that 

detects the obstacle as much as possible and recognizes 

it so as not to interfere with the operation[7[8].

1. Face-based human detection

Robots have a lot of person on the movement path 

is absolutely unfavorable condition for the robot. 

Particular attention should be paid to the fact that a 

number of physically fragile patients will be included 

because of the specialty of hospitals. In such a 

situation, the robot must be able to recognize the 

surrounding situation more delicately in order to carry 

the object and move to the designated place, and the 

traveling route and speed should be carefully designed 

so as not to give physical and psychological threat to 

the people. Furthermore, it is natural that the robot 

should not collide with humans, but patients and elderly 

people may feel a great psychological threat, even if 

they are not physically contacted, but pass by their 

own at a faster rate[8]. Therefore, it is necessary to 

design a driving model design that takes people 

(patients, staffs, etc.) into consideration first in the 

hospital environment. The driving model was designed 

to design the protocol and sensitivity zone related to 

Safety and Smoothness and to design the 

Human-Centered Navigation (HCN) model. Also, the 

field of view (FOV) should be widened for user 

detection and tracking using face / omega /body 

detection. So I placed three Xtion cameras 

symmetrically. In addition, images and pseudo-LRF 

information are captured using RGB image and depth 

image to detect and track human
[9][10].

(a) 5 sensitive zone design considering safety and smoothness

(b) HCN model design

그림 2. 장애물 인식

Fig. 2. Obstacle recognition

2. 3D Vision Information and Obstacle 

   Information Map Generation Study

In order to generate the map that informed the 

obstacle situation by using 3D Vision information and 

image segmentation, the depth information of the 
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Kinect sensor was integrated and the pseudo-LRF 

function was implemented and the user was detected 

and tracked using face/omega detection. Also, to 

measure the congestion level and to upgrade the map 

based on the cumulative driving information, we 

measured the congestion information of the route using 

the frequency of obstacles and user appearance. Also, 

to measure the congestion level and update the map 

attribute by region based on cumulative running 

information, we measured the congestion of path using 

obstacle and user appearance frequency.

    


  

  

  

               

IV. Review of results

In order to generate the obstacle context awareness 

map combining the obstacle attribute information, the 

obstacle attribute using the user detection and object 

movement information is recognized. In order to 

recognize the obstacle property, we used the geometric 

information of the obstacle detected through the Depth 

Image analysis, and the face / omega pattern was 

detected in the upper part of the detected obstacle area. 

When the robot is moving, the response of the robot 

should be changed depending on whether or not the 

obstacle displayed at the front is human or not. In the 

case of objects, it is possible to avoid obstacles because 

they are fixed without moving. However, since people 

move, they must recognize the direction and speed of 

movement. Therefore, in this study, the recognition of 

obstacles is performed using geometric information and 

omnidirectional detection technology. The figure shows 

people and objects recognized.

    

(a) Recognized as a object (b) Recognized as a person

그림 3. 사람과 사물 인식

Fig. 3 Recognized as a object and person

After recognizing a person, he or she should 

recognize the direction or speed of movement of the 

person. The robot should be aware of the situation in 

the operating section. The relative position of human 

and robot can be found in Robot View ,

  , and we can know     of 

Ego-Motion of robot, that is, Bird Eye View, using 

Odometer information. Also, we used Equation 1 

because we need to know human movement 

information.

        (1)

Orientation change of the robot itself was corrected 

separately and k was estimated by Equation (1). The 

relative distance between the robot and the obstacle is 

shown in Fig.

at time=t at time=t+1

그림 4. 로봇에서 본 거리

Fig. 4. Distance from robot

The obstacle is classified as a person or an object, 

and the direction and speed of the movement are 

predicted so that the robot can move safely. The 

obstacle must be recognized continuously when the 

robot is driving. Therefore, we model continuous 

congestion through driving learning. The space 

occupied by the obstacle and the non - occupying space 

that can be traveled were recognized in the space of 2 
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~ 3.5m ahead of the robot. The ratio of the total 

occupied pixels per line dividing the space is defined as 

the congestion of the corresponding position. In other 

words, it can be expressed as 

  


   (2)

Thus, the probability of congestion of the line using 

the number of consecutive lines and the congestion 

level is defined as follows.

     
∑  

(3)

As a result of the study, we will create an obstacle 

context awareness map that reflects the location/ 

property of the obstacle and the area congestion. The 

context awareness map is composed of location 

information such as the distance to the obstacle, 

direction, etc., whether the obstacle is human or not, 

and movement information of the obstacle corrected by 

the robot's ego-motion. Therefore, in this study, the 

performance of the algorithm is verified by using 13 

sensor data sets captured by using the robot sensor 

while directly moving the robot. As a result of the 

performance verification, it is expressed as Confusion 

Matrix, and the final recognition performance is 

evaluated as 91.53%.

표 1. 사람과 사물 구별 인식율

Table 1. Recognition rate of between people and 

object 

Human Non-Human

Human 127 13 90.71%

Non-Human 12 143 92.26%

91.53%

V. Conclusion

The use of logistics robots for the automation of 

logistics in hospitals can improve the efficiency and 

productivity of manpower in the hospital, increase the 

job satisfaction, and reduce the hospital cost by 

reducing the labor cost. Therefore, we have studied the 

technology to avoid the collision between the robot and 

the object, which is a problem when using the logistics 

robot in the hospital. A recognition technique to avoid 

collision between robot and obstacle was studied. It 

was also possible to predict the direction in which the 

obstacle can move in the case of a person. As a result, 

the recognition result of 91.53% was obtained. Based on 

the results obtained, we have field tested that the 

logistics robot operates smoothly in the hospital and 

that it operates safely and efficiently by passing the 

automatic door installed in the Laboratory Medicine 

field tests. Therefore, the technological spin-off effect 

is very effective by successfully applying the logistic 

robot system to the complex environment like the 

hospital, and naturally securing the essential 

technology that can be easily extended to similar 

environments and uses such as nursing homes, 

warehouses, and large libraries.
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